The purpose of this bylaw is to amend the Animal Responsibility Bylaw to ban sale of cats, dogs, and rabbits in retail stores.
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Under its statutory powers, including sections 8(2), 8(3)(a) and 64 of the Community Charter, the Council of the Corporation of the City of Victoria in a public meeting assembled enacts the following provisions:

Title
1 This Bylaw may be cited as the “Animal Responsibility Bylaw, Amendment Bylaw (No. 2)”.

Amendment
2 The Animal Responsibility Bylaw No. 11-044 is amended as follows:

(a) In the Contents section, by deleting “37 Sale of Rabbits” and replacing it with “37 Sale of Cats, Dogs, and Rabbits”

(b) In the Contents section, by deleting “39 Pet Store Record of Sales”

(c) By deleting each of the definitions of cat, dog, and rabbit in section 2 and replacing them with the following definitions:

“cat”
means any animal of the species Felis domesticus, regardless of age or sex;

“dog”
means any animal of the species Canis familiaris, regardless of age or sex;

“rabbit”
means an Eastern Cottontail rabbit or European rabbit, regardless of age or sex;”
(d) By adding the following definition directly after the definition of “owner”

“pet store”

means the use of premises to offer to sell, or to sell, at retail or wholesale, animals, except for animal shelters and commercial kennels;”.

(e) By deleting section 25(1) and replacing it with:

“25 (1) No person may have on a lot more than six dogs or cats, or any combination of dogs or cats greater than six, except for dogs and cats that are younger than the age of 12 weeks.”,

(f) By deleting the heading “Sale of rabbits” and section 37 and replacing them with:

“Sale of cats, dogs, and rabbits

37 (1) A pet store operator must not sell, offer for sale, advertise for sale, or display to the public, at retail or at wholesale, a cat, dog, or rabbit, except that these animals may be displayed to the public in accordance with section 37(2)

(2) A pet store operator may display to the public a cat, dog, or rabbit, if they are being offered for adoption by a:

(i) municipal animal shelter,
(ii) shelter or rescue organization that is a registered charity with the Canada Revenue Agency, or
(iii) society registered under the BC Societies Act, other than a member-funded society.

(3) A pet store operator must not display a rabbit that is being offered for adoption unless the rabbit has been spayed or neutered.”

(g) By deleting section 38 and replacing it with:

“38 (1) In this section:

“qualified organization” means an organization of a type described in section 37(2).

(2) A pet store operator must keep and maintain a register in the pet store containing the following information for any cats, dogs, or rabbits displayed to the public in the pet store:

(a) the name of the qualified organization, that is offering the cat, dog, or rabbit for adoption,
(b) the date that the cat, dog, or rabbit was placed in the pet store for display to the public by the qualified organization, and
(c) the date that the cat, dog or rabbit was removed from the pet store by the qualified organization.

(3) A pet store operator must:
(a) retain the information required under 38(2) related to each cat, dog, or rabbit in the register for at least 12 months after the cat, dog, or rabbit was removed from the pet store;  
(b) produce the register for inspection by an animal control officer or bylaw officer, and  
(c) provide copies of any entries required by an animal control officer or bylaw officer.”.

(h) By deleting the heading “Pet store record of sale” and by deleting section 39.

Consequential Amendments

3 The Ticket Bylaw 10-071 is amended by repealing Schedule C and replacing it with a new Schedule C attached to this Bylaw as Schedule 1.

Commencement

4 This Bylaw comes into force on adoption.

READ A FIRST TIME the 24th day of February 2022  
READ A SECOND TIME the 24th day of February 2022  
READ A THIRD TIME the 3rd day of March 2022  
ADOPTED on the day of 2022

CITY CLERK MAYOR